Open positions – European Youth Energy Network

Comms Team – Content Writer
Nice to meet you!
Do you agree that Europe really needs to do and can do more on accelerating the energy
transition? Are you a passionate student or young professional who wants to contribute their
skills and curiosity towards a strong youth voice in the energy policy? Then the brand-new
European Youth Energy Network (EYEN) is the right place for you to thrive!

6 - 8h/
week

EYEN is organizing the very first European Youth Energy Forum, together with EnR (the
European Network of Energy Agencies) and ADENE - Portuguese Energy Agency as the main
sponsor.
During this European Youth Energy Forum we will connect 45 young Europeans with
policymakers and relevant stakeholders, bringing them together for a full week in Lisbon (1923 November 2022). Together we’ll listen to energy experts and participate in work sessions
to build a position paper on the role of youth in the future of the European energy sector. On
the fourth day, we will bring the paper to the Portuguese Parliament and present it, not only
to the Parties, but also to other relevant stakeholders (we want to involve representatives of
both the private and public sectors, including policymakers, industry and academy).
To make this happen we are currently setting up a team to help us organise the event.
Does this sound like a great opportunity to put your awesome skills to work and advocate for
youth engagement, but also to learn, grow and network? Join us and help make EYEF a
success!

About the European Youth Energy Network (EYEN)
With EYEN, 30+ volunteers from across the continent have been building up the
European network of energy-focused youth organisations. Our mission is to
place youth at the heart of the European energy transition, by empowering
energy-focused youth organisations, connecting them with key actors in the
energy sector, and sharing knowledge at European and national levels.
As part of our ambition, we have launched our first project "OpenPolicy Europe",
the digital hub for citizens to understand, discover and engage in policymaking
at European and national levels. Additionally, we have also been involved in the
creation of the European Climate Pact Youth Engagement Strategy and the
organisation of events as part of the EU Sustainable Energy Week, the global
Clean Energy Ministerial as well as the All4Climate initiative ahead of Pre-COP &
COP26 climate action summits. And this is just the start!

Find out more about the role on the next page and join us NOW
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Content Writer (continued)
Your role:
• Support the Communication Lead in ensuring the consistency of content
across all communication channels based on our communication guidelines
• Draft press releases or blog articles about the activities of EYEF and its
members
• Take up the creation of EYEF’s brand
• Be part of the team defining the marketing strategy
• Support the website responsible and the social media manager in drafting
content

You are a good fit for this role if you…
•
•
•
•

Have very good writing skills
Speak and write fluently in English
Can work independently, yet also love teamwork 
Optional: previous experience in journalism, content writing or copywriting

Why the experience is absolutely worth it:
• You will work in a dynamic group of international young professionals and
students, co-creating the development of an impactful organisation
• You will learn a lot about youth involvement in the energy sector and benefit
from our network with contacts to a wide range of organisations & institutions
• You will gain communication superpowers and a good overview of the
communication of EYEF and EYEN

Apply now by sending your motivation and CV to careers@youthenergy.eu,
adding any proof of work would be optional.
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